In this paper, we address the problem of projective template matching which aims to estimate parameters of projective transformation. Although homography can be estimated by combining keypoint-based local features and RANSAC, it can hardly be solved with feature-less images or high outlier rate images. Estimating the projective transformation remains a difficult problem due to high-dimensionality and strong non-convexity. Our approach is to quantize the parameters of projective transformation with binary finite field and search for an appropriate solution as the final result over the discrete sampling set. The benefit is that we can avoid searching among a huge amount of potential candidates. Furthermore, in order to approximate the global optimum more efficiently, we develop a level-wise adaptive sampling (LAS) method under genetic algorithm framework. With LAS, the individuals are uniformly selected from each fitness level and the elite solution finally converges to the global optimum. In the experiment, we compare our method against the popular projective solution and systematically analyse our method. The result shows that our method can provide convincing performance and holds wider application scope. key words: projective template matching, binary finite field, level-wise adaptive sampling, homography estimation
Introduction
Parametric template matching has been studied for decades as a classical problem. Among different deformation and transformation models, projective transformation is one of the most common transformations that occurs between images. However, projectivities, which are the transformations within and between projective spaces, are hard to be estimated correctly due to high-dimensional parameters. In many real-world matching scenarios, there usually exists a projectivity between a template and a target image (i.e., source image) since the projectivity between real object plane and template is usually different from the projectivity between real object plane and target image. The purpose of this work is to estimate the projectivity between two planar images: the template image and the target image. Specifically, in projective template matching, each candidate projectivity corresponds to a candidate polygon area in Manuscript received January 23, 2016. Manuscript revised May 9, 2016 . Manuscript publicized June 8, 2016 . † The author is with Graduate School of Engineering, Iwate University, Morioka-shi, 020-8551 Japan.
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a) E-mail: zhang@scv.cis.iwate-u.ac.jp b) E-mail: akashi@iwate-u.ac.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2016EDP7038 the target image. We aim to find a polygon which is most visually similar with the template image after eliminating the effect of transformation. As a standard framework, local-feature-based methods such as SIFT and its variants are very efficient to estimate the 2D homography (projectivity) between the template and the target. Parameters of projectivity can be solved by a system of linear equations which can be written from a few inliers (i.e., correctly matched key points). We can also use method like RANSAC [2] to eliminate the effects of outliers (i.e., incorrectly matched key points). However, there still exist some limitations in this framework: 1) For featureless images, like medical images, key points are hard to be detected. Without inliers, projectivity cannot be solved. 2) Common local features (e.g., SIFT, ASIFT) are susceptible to projective transformation, so it is necessary to design a projective transformation invariant local feature. Affine-SIFT [3] can handle matching with affine transformation but can hardly handle the projective transformation. 3) For images with heavy outliers, like noisy images, it is difficult to estimate the proper projectivity. In conclusion, the success of feature-based methods depends on the assumption that the matching result of key point matching consists of inliers (at least four). Figure 1 shows three matching examples.
As we all know, the core drawback of template matching is that it potentially requires a huge number of candidate samples to evaluate in order to reach to the global optimum. In the case of projective template matching, it exponentially requires more computational cost at the time that more accurate parameters are required to be estimated. The reason is that eight degrees of freedom (DoFs) are required for defining a projective transformation. Due to this drawback, few existing works attempt to employ dense template matching directly with projective transformation. To make up for the drawback, how to search the candidate space effectively becomes an essential point in this paper. We quantize the eight DoFs of projective transformation with a finite set and then propose a meta-heuristic method to approach the global optimum effectively. The main contributions of this paper can be concluded as following:
• Overall, this paper proposes a solution to a long standing problem of projective template matching.
• We apply binary finite field to deal with very large DoF.
• We develop a new selection method called LAS to preserve the diversity under genetic algorithm framework, while keep the efficiency.
Related Work
The difficulty of template matching tasks increase as the dimension of DoF grows. Figure 2 shows some common transformation models with various dimensions of DoF. In this section, we mainly survey previous works involving these geometric transformations. Note that a simplest transformation model with two DoFs only involves translations of x-axis and y-axis.
Euclidean Template Matching
The dimension of DoF is three. Rotation and translation are considered in this transformation model. The result area in the target image is rectangular and kept rigid. Traditional approaches [4] for solving this problem is to compute the correlation between each candidate and template which Fig. 2 Template matching tasks with different transformation models.
As the dimension of DoF grows, the matching difficulty also increases.
can be accelerated with fast Fourier transformation (FFT). Low dimensional DoF allows exhaustive searching to some extent. Also, many efforts have been done to improve the performance of FFT. Generalized Fourier transform [5] is one of the alternatives which offers a relatively robust and fast solution to the matching problem. On the other hand, rotation invariant features are considered as more feasible instead of exhaustive matching. Choi and Kim [6] proposed a method which combines both the projection method and Zernike moments in two stages. At first stage, candidates with low cost feature extracted are selected. At second stage, rotation invariant matching is performed.
Similarity Template Matching
By involving the overall scaling variable, the dimension of DoF grows to four. This model is most widely applied in real-world applications. Exhaustive searching is no longer feasible due to the broad searching space. To improve the efficiency of matching process, Kim et al. [7] proposed cascaded filters to exclude the candidates which hold low probability to be selected as the final result. PenateSanchez et al. [8] treat the "probability" as "matchability", and apply dense convolutional neural network to learn and predict the matchability in advance. Hence, large amounts of unnecessary computations can be avoid. In [9] , the authors introduce a heuristic method which can sample the candidates adaptively by utilizing the property that the leftmost bit of a binary-coded candidate affects the binary code most significantly and vice versa. Scaling, translation, and rotation are considered in the above works.
Affine Template Matching
Fewer works study on the affine matching since shearing is involved and the dimension of DoF grows to six. Affine invariant feature [3] made a breakthrough on this problem. However, researches on direct matching are still needed since inliers with A-SIFT can not always be guaranteed, especially for feature-less images. FFT has also been extended for affine invariant matching [10] . In this work, template is first decomposed into non-overlapping concentric circular rings, and each ring's FT is calculated. Parameters of affine are then estimated under the assumption that rings may be rotated with respect to each other. S. Korman et al. [11] proposed a method which matches the template in a very sparse way. A parameter-depended discrete sampling net is constructed and a branch-and-bound scheme is employed to search an approximate solution over the sampling net. C. Zhang and T. Akashi [1] proposed a stochastic method to search the 2D affine parameters efficiently with SAD.
Projective Template Matching
With projection involved, the dimension of DoF grows to eight. Projective invariant feature has not been well developed yet and applying common local descriptors directly like SIFT will lead to a large amount of outliers. For direct methods (pixel-based methods), due to the highdimensionality and high non-convexity, limited related literature can be found. Instead of global matching, F. Jurie et al. [12] proposed a tracking-based matching approach which can greatly reduce the number of candidates. It can deal with projective transformation to a certain extent. However, the problem setting in this paper is more close to online tracking like [13] rather than template matching. To the best of our knowledge, our work first attempts to solve the global dense template matching problem under projection transformation model.
Methodology

Problem Description
Two grayscale images I 1 and I 2 are given as the input. Each pixel's gray value is normalized from [0, 255] to [0, 1]. Here, I 1 represents for n 1 × n 1 template image and I 2 represents for n 2 × n 2 target image, n 1 , n 2 ∈ N + . For the convenience of denotation, here we assume that both I 1 and I 2 are square images. An arbitrary pixel p ∈ I 1 is mapped to I 2 via projectivity τ ∈ R 4×4 , which will be further defined in Sect. 3.2. We use p τ to denote the mapped pixel in I 2 . For simplicity, sum of absolute difference (SAD) is used to measure the similarity between I 1 and a candidate area I c ∈ I 2 . With SAD defined, we can focus on studying the searching mechanism rather than feature extraction. Candidate area I c corresponds to a candidate projectivity τ. Normalized SAD is utilized, which can be formally defined as:
The purpose of this paper is to estimate an approximate projectivityτ which is a member of a sampling set. The sampling set can be constructed by finite set F which will be introduced in the following Sect. 3.3. In the case of the best result is achieved,τ ∈ F equals to τ ∈ F. Projectivity τ is the closest one to ground truth τ * among all the candidate projectivities in F. Because we use a discrete sampling set of transformation to approach the full continuous set of transformation, there is a strong possibility that the best transformation in the discrete sampling set does not equal to the best transformation in the full continuous set. The best transformation in the full continuous set is the ground truth τ * and the best transformation in the discrete sampling set is τ, which is supposed to be the closest one to τ * . With SAD defined,τ can be indirectly estimated by minimizing the SAD:
Geometric Model
In this section, we detailedly define the τ. 2D projectivity is widely utilized in multi-view geometry. The projectivity is defined as a non-singular 3 × 3 matrix. It at least needs four pairs of inliers to solve the eight parameters (projectivity is a homogeneous matrix and it only has eight DoFs even it has nine elements). Typically, parameters are estimated by finding the correspondences between template and target. However, in our case, it is hard to solve the projectivity directly since we optimize the τ with the feedback of SAD. Hence, each parameter must be assigned a meaning in our algorithm in order to tune the parameters within bounded ranges. Since projectivity is resulted by a chain of transformations, we decompose it into multiple transformation matrices instead of estimating the fused parameters directly. We model the τ under pin-hole camera geometry. As shown in Fig. 3 , varying the eight parameters can change the appearance of the template's outer contour observed by the pin-hole camera and thus generate various candidate areas in the target image. Formally,
Fig. 3
Pin-hole camera model. Template image is placed in world coordinate system, it is projected onto the target image plane by drawing the lines through the camera center C. By changing the appearance of template image in the world coordinate system, various polygon candidates can be observed in the target image plane. Tunable parameters of τ includes rotation r x , r y , r z , translation x, y, scaling s x , s y and distance of principal plane z c . Parameters z x and z y are set to zero. Step amount
Step size
Where r x , r y , r z are the rotation angles with respect to each axis. Parameter x, y are translation parameters with respect to both target image plane and principle plane. Target image plane is parallel to the principle plane. Parameter s x , s y are scaling factors with respect to x-axis and y-axis. We set x c and y c to zero thus the target image plane is concentric with the principal plane. Parameter z c is the z-axis's value of the optical center. During implementation, z c is fixed as a positive integer since it can be positive infinity and unlimitable. A reasonable z c is hard to be determined since larger z c will lead to smaller candidate area in the target image plane and vice versa. In the other words, not only the scaling parameters s x and s y but also the z c can affect the size of a candidate polygon. As long as the z c is fixed, the size of a candidate can be specifically tuned by s x and s y . However, if we choose a relatively large z c , let us say z c = 1000, the size of a candidate will be very small no matter how we tune the s x and s y within the given range [n 1 /n 2 , n 2 /n 1 ]. Parameter z c plays a role on limiting the extremity of the projectivities. The decision of z c depends on the size of an object you expect to observe from the target images in the specific applications. At the same time, matching insignificantly small regions is impractical in realworld applications. We suggest that the range of z c should be determined empirically depend on specific applications. Each parameter's range is shown in Table 1 .
With τ defined, we can calculate the p τ by simply multiply the matrices:
Note that p and p τ are represented by homogeneous coordinate, specifically, p = (p x , p y , 0, 1). When calculating the coordinate of p τ , p τ should also be converted to homogeneous form, that is, the value of fourth dimension in p τ should be normalized to one.
Finite Field of Projective Transformation
Matching with complete continuous projective transformation set which contains infinite candidates can be impractical. To avoid this problem, we build a discrete set with binary finite set. We extend the smallest finite set F 2 = {0, 1} to F 2 n , where n ∈ N + represents the length of each binary code and implicitly corresponds to the accuracy of sampling, 2 n = |F 2 n |. Each τ ∈ F 2 n is coded by 7n bit binary code. Parameter over each decomposed DoF can be discretely sampled by each independent finite set. For denotation clarity, we assume that n in each finite set is the same. Table 1 shows the step size and amount when finite set is used to construct the sampling set. Each DoF's range is then divided into discrete segments.
To analyze whether minimizing SAD can help the algorithm reach to the best transformation in the discrete sampling set, we discuss what kind of factors will affect the error bound. With Eq. (2), we can still not ensure the approximate solutionτ is close enough to τ due to the drawback of SAD. An important factor which will affect the "approximate degree" is the variation υ [11] 
If we refer to simple cases especially when template is an edge image or other cross-domain images [14] , applying SAD directly will lead to a high υ, which means that slight translation near the ground truth area will yield large difference (i.e., the solution space is not smooth). In order to qualify the difference between two candidate projectivities τ 1 and τ 2 , we introduce the following projectivity error:
It has been addressed in [11] (Theorem 3.1) that the upper limit of E(τ, τ * ) is associate with the size of template, variation of template, and step amount. In our condition,
Larger υ, smaller n 1 , smaller n will loosen the upper bound of Eq. (7). With loose upper bound, there exists case that E(τ, τ * ) < E(τ, τ * ) whileτ is far away from τ in the transformation space. In this case, minimizing the SAD only can never reach to the most approximate candidate in the sample set. To avoid this case, we limit n 1 in this paper since the variation υ is uncontrollable and n should be reasonably small considering the computational cost. As n 1 is the size of the template, we can fix it to avoid to be too small (e.g., n 1 > 100). Typically, in our implementation, we set n = 8. The size of the sampling set is 2 7n ≈ 7.2 × 10 16 . Obviously, it is hard for a personal computer to afford such a large-scale computation task. Instead of evaluating each sample exhaustively, we propose LAS to adaptively select the samples to evaluate, which will be introduced in the next section.
Level-Wise Adaptive Sampling (LAS)
In this section, we introduce LAS which aims to reach the approximate solution instead of testing the complete F 2 7n . To optimize τ based on the complete F 2 7n , two main problems should be considered: 1) How to escape from local optimums; 2) How to guarantee the optimization response time. Because our methods is based on the genetic algorithm (GA) framework [15] , we inherit terms of GA such as population, generation, etc, which are briefly introduced as following:
• An individual is a candidate transformation to which the SAD function can be applied.
• A population is a set of individuals.
• Each successive population in an iteration is called a generation.
• Diversity refers to the average distance between individuals in a population.
• Crossover is genetic operator to recombine portions of individuals.
LAS reduces the population number as the generation number grows and the individuals are selected uniformly from each level of fitness value. At first, we refer to a simple example in order to give out the whole operational impression of our method, which is illustrated in Fig. 4 . This figure illustrates the heat map of each pixel's matching frequency through generation one to eight, we can observe two important properties of LAS from this figure: A) The total number of matching frequency decreases with the increase of generation number, which means that the computational cost has been adaptively reduced; B) The number of matching frequency with respect to pixels which are close to the global optimum increases, which means that our algorithm adaptively selects "hopeful" samples to evaluate rather than exhaustive searching. For problem 1): preserving diversity. It has been argued in [16] that diversity should be preserved somehow if we want to prevent GA from falling into local optimums. Mutation operation can increase the diversity randomly and has been regarded as a typical process in GA. However, mutation can also randomly destroy individuals which are potentially closing toτ. In a broad search space, the probability of generating a "just right" diversity is very low and the mutation process may slow down the speed of convergence and be counterproductive. It is worth noting that in our problem, a large number of randomly initialized individuals is able to keep sufficient diversity for the algorithm converging toτ. Throughout the evolution process, classical selection method such as roulette wheel selection is more prone to select individuals which hold smaller SAD for crossover operation. With the combination of selection and crossover, diversity decreases and the whole population converges to an optimum solution. However, if an individual happened to hold small SAD (e.g., a flat candidate area) at the early stage of evolution, then the whole population will fall into a local optimum easily, especially when the sample space is very broad.
As a key to solve this problem, we select individuals from each SAD level uniformly. Each SAD level is a discrete interval which is occupied by a part of individuals.
With maximum SAD in m th generation denoted as S m max , Fitness uniform selection scheme (FUSS) is proposed in [16] , which selects a fitness value uniformly at first and then randomly select the nearest individual. The difference is, LAS can control the degree of uniform approximation by nl, which can directly affect the convergence speed. FUSS will take a longer time to converge, because the individuals with high fitness in FUSS make up only a small percentage of overall individuals. For problem 2): limiting population size. Evaluating a large size of population at initial generation is very important to avoid to fall into local optimum. However, evaluating entire generations with same population size is time consuming and not practical. To accelerate the evolution procedure, we wish to rule out the candidate individuals which hold high SAD score. Instead of determining a fixed threshold, we learn a threshold at each generation which can rule out a certain fraction (λ percent) of individuals. Learning procedure is to adjust two constants α and β in different order of magnitude such that S (I 1 , I 2 , τ) < 0.1 × α + β holds for λ percent of the individuals. Specifically, parameters α and β are initialized to 0, thus the threshold is initialized to 0. − λ| is observed. When the object function stops reducing, the best threshold is achieved. Involving the limiting scheme, the number of matching tests that LAS requires can be represented as:
Parameter δ is the population size of initial generation. Parameter c is a small constant which denotes the population size of the last generation. The time complexity then can be ensured as long as the parameters are predetermined.
Approximation of SAD:
Each matching test with respect to a candidate projectivity has a time complexity of O(n 2 1 ). To speed up each matching test, we wish to inspect only a small fraction of pixels instead of the entire pixels in template. We sample pixels at an equal interval on both width and height of template by a parameter to reduce the time complexity to O(n 2 1 / 2 ). The Eq. (1) can then be rewrote as following if the number of sampling pixels is enough.
According to Chernoff bound, the number of sampling pixels should be log(1/η)n 2 1 / 2 if we wish |S (I 1 , I 2 , τ) − S (I 1 , I 2 , τ)| < /n 1 holds with probability 1 − η. In our situation, η = 1/e. This also has been pointed out in [11] .
The entire procedure of LAS is described in Algorithm 1. In row 4 of the algorithm, U means uniform and S (I 1 , I 2 , τ i ) ∼ U(S min , S max ) indicates that the value of S (I 1 , I 2 , τ i ) is equally likely to be observed from S min to S max , which reflects that individuals are equally sampled from each SAD level. All the projectivities τ are represented as binary codes in finite set. LAS runs in multiple generations, with each generation i generates a population P i . At first generation P 0 , individuals are sampled randomly from F 2 n . Figure 5 illustrates the relation between SAD and the number of according individuals throughout the convergence process. With the generation number grows, Fig. 5 Illustration of evolution procedure. This figure shows the relation between SAD value (x-axis) and number of individuals (y-axis) throughout the evolution. a) 2.5 × 10 6 individuals (i.e., candidates) are initialized randomly in total. Better solutions are closer to the original point with lower SAD value. As a result of random process, we observe an elite individual with SAD value around 0.015. b) According to the initial limiting threshold λ, individuals which hold SAD value that is larger than λ are excluded in further stages. Furthermore, with the operation of LAS, samples distribute approximately uniformly with respect to SAD levels. c) To generate better possible individuals, crossover operation is performed. Although decrease of SAD score is not obvious in one generation, if we refer to (d), which is the distribution after 10 generations, we can find that the whole distribution has moved to left. e) As the result of LAS, after 86 generations, the number of individuals reduce to hundreds and the whole population converges to the final best solution.
the overall distribution translates from right to left as a result of selection and crossover, which also means that SAD of the elite decreases. On the other hand, the amplitude decreases as a result of the population limiting scheme. 
P 2m+2 = crossover(P 2m+1 ) 6: m = m + 1 7: end while 8: returnτ ∈ P 2m+2 s.t. S (I 1 , I 2 ,τ) = S 2m+2 min 4. Experiment
Experiment Environment
We construct a benchmark † inherited from the benchmark used in [1] to evaluate our method. The original images are from the famous SUN dataset [17] . Each test image in this benchmark corresponds to a randomly generated projective transformation with z c = 30. To generate a random projectivity, at first, four points within a test image are selected. Secondly, we warp the polygon constructed by four points into square template. We avoid to generate polygons which have too small area. Overall, there are 100 pairs of template and target images in this benchmark with various image size. All the ground truth bounding boxes are defined by the four points which are randomly selected at first.
We apply overlap rate to judge whether a matching result is successful by referring to the ground truth. Specifically, PASCAL criteria [18] is used to calculate the overlap rate:
Where BB re means polygon bounding box of result and BB gr means polygon bounding box of ground truth. area(·) is a function to count number of pixels. Based on the overlap rate, we can determine whether a matching result is correct or wrong by setting a threshold. Specifically, we have answer = 1 if overlap rate > threshold 0 otherwise .
Finally, success ratio = #{answer|answer = 1}/#test as the accuracy criterion.
Comparison
To the best of our knowledge, SIFT and its invariants are the † Full results of this benchmark comparing against SIFT and ASIFT can be viewed at http://cvhost.scv.cis.iwate-u.ac.jp/ research/projects/projective matching.html.
most stable, and widely-used feature descriptors in dealing with viewpoint changes during matching problems. However, they can only handle small viewpoint changes which mean a very narrow range in the projective transformation space. Although comparing with SIFT is not fair since it is not a completely projective invariant feature, we take it as a baseline method. Figure 6 (a) shows the success curves of our method and SIFT+RANSAC. We increase the threshold of overlap rate in x-axis while observing the change of success rate. As we can see, the success rate keeps larger than 90% until the threshold gets to 0.6. Even when the threshold is limited to 0.9, which is very strict and visually make little difference between result area and ground truth area, we can reach a success rate of 60%.
On the other hand, we compare the SAD value against ground truth case by case, which has been shown in Fig. 6 (b) . Since we generate templates by warping the polygon area which is determined by four randomly generated points with interpolation, the S (I 1 , I 2 , τ * ) cannot exactly be zero. Except several images which are mismatched, most of the test images show close SAD value with the ground truths.
Effect of Parameters
Several parameters are considered most likely to affect the success curve. They are δ, ς, , nl, λ and σ as shown in the caption of Fig. 7 and previous content. To analyse how each parameter affect the success curve, we fix other parameters while observing one parameter. All the results are achieved under a same random seed. From Fig. 7 (a) , we can see that at least 1.5 × 10 6 initial population size is needed in order to provide acceptable performance. With bad initialization, the algorithm is easy to fall into local optimums since the crossover operation can only generate new individuals covering a small range around each individual. In other words, the "gap" between individuals in the first generation are large when δ is small, many candidates in the "gap" are hard to be reached which may contain the global optimum. From  Fig. 7 (b) , we can see that crossover rate does not affect the success curve much and the best performance can be achieved when ς = 0.8. From Fig. 7 (c) , we can see that the best performance is achieved when is smallest. However, the accuracy does not reduce in proportion to the decrease of , which means that taking more pixels' information into account when calculating SAD does not guarantee the improvement of accuracy. From Fig. 7 (d) , we can see that the levels of SAD does not affect the accuracy much. From Fig. 7 (e) , we can see that the accuracy improves in proportion to the increase of λ. High λ means that the decay rate of population size is small and larger amount of individuals will be evaluated. Hence, high λ results in better performance. Considering computational cost, we set λ = 0.7 in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 7 (f) , we can see that like many matching problems, smooth parameter has great influence on accuracy. An appropriate choice is σ = 3.0. Figure 10 shows some examples of succussed match- Noise-tolerance experiment with Gaussian noise. We control the level of noise by increasing the standard deviation of Gaussian from 0.01 to 0.09. Visual illustration of each noise level is shown in Fig. 8 ing. We can observe that even feature-less templates or drastically warped can be correctly matched.
Noise-Tolerance Experiment
In this section, we will check how our algorithm deals with Gaussian noise. It is important to see at which levels of noise the method can still work in order to test the robustness to real-world matching conditions. With Gaussian noise, each pixel in the image will be changed from its original value by a small amount. A histogram, a plot of the amount of distortion of a pixel value against the frequency with which it occurs, shows a Gaussian distribution of noise. The level of the noise is controlled by the expectation (set to 0 in the experiment) and the standard deviation (set to [0.01, 0.03, . . . , 0.09] of Gaussian distribution. We apply the parameter setting for plotting Fig. 6 to match and draw curves of each noise level in Fig. 9 . Figure 8 shows the illustration of different levels of noise and the corresponding matching results. From Fig. 9 , we can see that with the in- crease of noise, the matching accuracy decreases. However, even with the heaviest noise, our algorithm can still achieve a AUC of 0.67, which is better than the AUC of applying ASIFT without any noise (AUC=0.65) that has been shown in Fig. 6 .
Processing Time
In this section, we provide processing time of two kinds of parameter setting as a reference in Table 2 . We test the processing time of our unoptimized code with a laptop equipped with Intel Core i7-4600M 2.90GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM. From Table 2 we can see that increasing approximation parameter can drastically reduce the processing time, while keep a satisfactory matching accuracy. Each template's size is 100 × 100 pixels and each target image's size is 320 × 240 pixels during the test. In real-world applications, we can further reduce the processing time by limiting the extremity of the projectivities. We can limit the range of parameter s x , s y and especially z c to limit the extremity of the projectivities. For a specific application, we can empirically determine the ranges of these parameters to get rid of redundant candidates that will never appear in real world.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose level-wise adaptive sampling (LAS) to optimize parameters of projective transformation in template matching problems. At first, We use binary finite set to construct a discrete sampling set. Then, instead of exhaustive searching, LAS selects the individuals in different fitness levels and thus can preserve the diversity better and help the algorithm to converge to the global optimum. The results on the benchmark show the efficiency of our method and many practical applications can be expanded based on this.
On the other hand, several drawbacks of this method can be concluded as: 1) Due to smoothness assumption, template with high variation value can cause failure in matching. Increasing initial population size can solve problem if reducing computational cost is not a priority.
2) Several minutes (1∼3 minutes) are needed for producing a result with the best-performance-parameters and images in the benchmark. There still remains distance away from realtime applications. As the future work, we aim to accelerate the algorithm and expect real-world applications.
